
Eugenie Ginsberg 

On the Concepts of Existential 
Dependence and Independence 

Editorial Note by Peter M. Simons 

The author of this article Eugcnic Ginsbcrg was, with her husband, Dr 
Leopold Blaustein, a member of the Philosophical Centre at the Uni
versity of LW<lW betwecn the wars. Both were murdered by the Nazis in 
1942. According to the Polish phenomenologist Roman Ingarden, for
mer tcacher of Blaustein, in his obituary notice in Prz.eg/~/d Fi/ozo!icz.
ny, 1939/46, 334-37, neither left any manuscripts. These were 
presumably destroyed in the Gcrman occupation of Poland, along with 
so much other invaluable work. 

Along with several book reviews, two other articles by the same 
author survive: onc, from 1936, in child psychology; the other, dated 
1929, is like thc prcsent paper a contribution to Stumpf-Husserl 
whole-part theory. (Cf. Ginsberg, 1929, in the bibliography at the end of 
the present volume.) It consists wholly of an exposition, criticism and 
reworking of Husserl's 'six theorems' from § 14 of the 3rd Logical 
Investigation (cited in § 3 of the paper by Smith and Mulligan above). 
Briefly, Ginsberg supplies a proof for Theorem I, which had been re
garded by Husser! as self-evident. She offcrs a new proof for Theorern 
Ifl and endorses Theorem V Theorerns II, IV and VI however she 
holds to be falsc. The same counterexample is used against each. It can 
be givcn most easily in connection with Theorem II. This runs: 

A whole which includes a dependent moment without including as its part the 
supplement which that moment demands, is likewise dependent, and is so rela
tive to every superordinate independent whole in which that dependent mo
ment is contained. 
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Suppose we consider a whole a compounded of the colour and shape 
(understood as individual accidents, not as universal properties) of a 
particular brick in a wall. This is dependent upon the extension of the 
brick, and thereby also on the brick itself, but it is not dependent upon 
the wall, as - according to Theorem II - it should be. a requires the 
existence of the brick, but not the superordinate wall, since a can per
fectly well exist whether the wall does or not, can predate and survive 
the wall, and would usually do so, as long as the brick did not change in 
shape or colour. 

The criticism and counterexample fail because Ginsberg fails to ob
serve the distinction which Husserl makes between foundation and rela
tive dependence: an individual a of the species a is founded on an indi
vidual b of the species B if as have to be supplemented by ~s in order to 
exist at all, and b here does the job for a ~ an individual is dependent re
lative to another individual if it is founded on something 'within the 
range of' the latter, i.e. is founded on some proper or improper part of 
it. Thus every case of founding is a case of relative dependence, but not 
vice versa. The brick example is just such a case: the colour+shape a is 
founded on the extension of the brick, and the brick is a piece of the 
wall, so a is dependent relative to the wall, but a is not founded upon 
the wall. 

The mistake is quite understandable however, since Husserl is not 
always consistent in his terms, and introduces them in what, by modern 
standards, is a sloppy and haphazard fashion. The same confusion inva
lidates her other counterexamples, but does nothing to detract from the 
fact that she is the only author known to me to have taken Husserl's 
semi-formal work on wholes and parts seriously enough to venture into 
print about it. In any case, as I have to confess in my own paper on the 
3rd Investigation elsewhere in this volume, it is by no means easy to in
terpret Husserl here. 

I 

The article presented here gives a survey of modern whole-part theo-
ry, especially in connection with the distinction between dependent and 
independent parts. Ginsberg begins with Stumpf's definitions of depend
ent and independent contents, proceeds to Hofler, Twardowski and 
Husserl, and ends with some suggestions of her own. Most space is 
spent discussing Husserl, which is in conformity with the 1929 article. 
The original language of this paper is Polish. This presents problems of 
translation, since the then current language of dependent and 
independent parts was German, and we are working in English. One of 
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the greatest incidental difficulties of whole-part theory is that there is a 
plethora of different terms and, worse still, conflicting uses of the same 
terms. Husserl uses the terms selbsfiindig and unselbstiindig, which are 
usually translated as 'independent' and 'dependent', although Findlay 
occasionally uses the word 'self-sufficient' for the former, and translates 
the latter as 'non-independent' in order to bring out its negativity. 
There is arguably a closer notional similarity between 'self-sufficient' 
and selbstiindig and between 'independent' and unabhiingig (which, to
gether with its positive, Husserl also occasionally uses) than the other 
way round. However 'self-sufficient' perhaps carries additional conno
tations in English, and is in any case less common than 'independent'. 
Findlay regards 'dependent' as too relative in its connotations to trans
late unselbstiindig, hut as Husserl himself is at pains to point out, all de
pendence is also relative dependence. Husserl also points out that the 
notion which is expressed more commonly in German by the negative 
word unselbstiindig is in fact the more basic, and indeed in this context 
uses Abhiingigkeit to make his point (LU III. § 5). It seems to me that 
since he makes no attempt to distinguish the senses in any explicit way, 
he understands the two German words as synonymous, and simply uses 
the commoner one. For this reason it appears unnecessary to use Find
lay's 'non-independent', hut to render the most common German word 
by the most Lommon English word, 'dependent'. 

While this poliLY works well enough for Husserl, it works less well for 
the more finely disLfiminated senses to he found in Ingarden's Der 
Streit urn die F.xisl£'IlZ dcr We/l where four different senses of (in)de
pendenLe arc distinguished. We give these in their German versions, 
with suggested E,nglish equivalents: 

(1) Seinsautonomie/Seinsheteronomie (existential) autonomy/he-
teronomy 

(2) Seinsurspriinglichkeit! -ahgeleitetheit (existential) originality-
/derivation 

(3) Seinssclhstiindigkeit.l-unselhsUindigkeit (existential) self-suffi-
ciency / nOIl-se I f -su fficiency 

(4) Seinsllnahhangigkeiti -ahh~ingigkeit 
/ dependence 

(existential) independence-

These suggested translations differ somewhat from those employed hy 
Helen Michejda ill her translation of part of the work from its original 
Polish into English (lime llnd Modes of RcillK, Springfield. III.: Charles 
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c. Thomas, 1964, translation of parts of vol. I of Ingarden, 1947/48). 
While Ingarden originally wrote Der Streit in Polish, the same distinc
tions were forged by him in German for his 1929 Husserl-Festschrift 
paper "Bemerkungen zum Problem Idealismus-Realismus", and it is to 
this paper that Ginsberg refers in her paper here. My suggestion for fix
ing terminology is then this: where Ingarden's distinctions are made, or 
some similar distinctions resting on the same terminology, the scheme 
above should be adhered to. Where, on the other hand, as in Husserlian 
writings, the pairs (3) and (4) are not kept apart, there is no need to 
keep their English translations apart. This indeed is Fidnlay's practice. 

As to Ginsberg's Polish; in her note ·on lngarden she translates his 
Selbstiindigkeit by samoistno.{:c and Abhiingigkeil by zaleznosc, with the 
negative prefix nie- for the German un-, whereas Ingarden uses samod
zie/nose for Selbstiindigkeit and samoistnose as a synonym for 'autono
my's. Now zaleZfw,{:c is the standard Polish translation for the English 
word 'dependence', while the dictionary gives two closely related Eng
lish equivalents for samoistnosc: (1) autonomous existence or sponta
neity, (2) independence or self-containedness. Translated morpheme
by-morpheme the word comes out as 'ability to exist by itself' , 
which might emerge as 'self-existability'. Unfortunately, while the 
phrase admirably captures just what Husserl in particular is after, the 
~vord is somewhat barbarous, and certainly jars upon frequent repeti
tion. Since Ginsberg alludes to Ingarden's distinction without actually 
employing it, the more common English words will be used to translate 
the more common Polish (and German), after the fashion suggested as 
appropriate for Husserl, but not for Ingarden. In short, except in the 
comment on Ingarden in footnote 18, we translate samoistno.{:c as 'in
dependence' and niesamoistnosc as 'dependence', and similarly for 
their cognates. 



On the Concepts of Existential Dependence 
and Independence* 

The concepts of existential dependence and independence which are 
the subject of our deliberations belong to that order of concepts in phi
losophy which hold out the hope that they can not only be intuitively 
grasped, but also precisely defined. In the philosophy of the last deca
des we find a whole series of efforts to define these concepts precisely, 
though various authors apply different names to them. The attempts 
made by Stumpf, Hofler, and Twardowski provide us with a series of 
ever more precise definitions of the concepts we are here examining, 
culminating in the investigations of Husserl, who devoted a separate 
work to these problems. Nevertheless, there are still certain difficulties 
and obscurities in their definitions. Hence, our critical analyses are 
supplemented by an attempt at a new definition, which is doubtless it
self by no means finally definitive. 

The most precise of all possible definitions of the concepts of existen
thll dependence and independence can be used either for the purpose of 
creating a science that treats dependent and independent objects, or 
they can be applied in many different areas of philosophical research 
and in other fields. We find the beginnings of an eventual deductive sys
tem in Husserl, who formulated a series of assertions concerning de
pendent and independent parts and wholes. 1 We have examined these 
assertions elsewhere.2 On the other hand, the fact that the concept of 
dependence can be applied in many areas, e.g. in the area of sense con
tents, psychic facts, meanings, activities and products, objects of higher 
order, etc., testifies to the fruitfulness of the distinctions which are the 
subject of this paper. 

• English translation of "W sprawie poj~c samoistnoSci i niesamoistnosci", Ksi~ga pa
mifllkowa Polskiego Towarzstwa FilozoJicznego we Lwowie 12./1.1904-12.11.1929, 
L w6w, 1931, 143 - 68. (The author's name is there given in its Polish married form: Eu
genia z Ginsbergow Blausteinowa.) 
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§ 1 Analysis of Stumpfs Definitions 

Stumpf, in taking up the relationship of the representation of extension 
to that of colour qualities,3 divides all such simultaneously represented 
contents into two classes, according to their mutual attachments, name
ly (1) independent contents (se/bsliindige Inhalte) and (2) partial con
tents (Teilinhalte), which correspond with what were later called de
pendent contents. We encounter independent parts whenever the ele
ments of a complex of representations by their nature can be separately 
represented, and partial contents wherever this is not the case. 4 As 
examples of contents independent of one another Stumpf lists (a) con
tents opposed to each other, (b) qualities of the various senses like col
ours and tones, (c) qualities of the same sense like the notes of one 
chord. Extension and colour are examples of partial contents. Accord
ing to Stumpf, it is endemic to extension and colour not only that the 
one cannot exist in representation without the other, but also that a 
change in the first causes a change in the second. s In point of fact both 
of these contents can change independently of one another: colour does 
not cease to be red or green when extension changes, but despite this 
fact colour does participate to some extent in changes of extension. 
From this mutual functional relationship between extension and colour 
it follows that both of them are by their very nature inseparable from 
each other and in a certain way comprise one whole content, of which 
they are only partial contents. 

Let us consider the definition of partial contents and ask whether, in
deed, when two objects are partial contents, they can never be separa
tely represented, albeit that Stumpf stresses that such an impossibility 
must result from the nature of these contents. Thus were we to take 're
presentation' in the broadest meaning of the word, including all acts 
which make present an object, then partial contents would not exist at 
all, since each content could be e.g. signitively represented separately 
from the others. Thus, for example, we can signitively (i.e. with the help 
of a word) imagine redness without simultaneously imagining exten
sion. On the other hand, if we take 'representation' in the sense of 
'imagination', then the definition of partial contents - as those which 
cannot be separately imagined - will be correct only in a limited sense, 
namely with respect only to what is imaginable. This definition will be 
important in connection with dependent sense qualities, to which the 
original concept of dependence was first applied and with which Stumpf 
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was perhaps solely concerned. But since the concepts of independence 
and dependence are also applied beyond the area of sense contents, e.g. 
in the sphere of such things as relations, which cannot be imagined at 
alL or in the area of psychic facts, concerning which it is doubtful whe
ther they can be imagined, this definition seems too narrow. In any 
case, one cannot define partial contents as contents which inherently 
cannot be represented separately from others. 

Stumpf brings up still another point characteristic of at least certain 
partial contents; namely, he stresses the dependence of changes of col
our on changes of extension. But we shall discuss this point later in con
nection with the discussion of Husserl's views. 

§ 2 Analysis of Hotler's Definitions 

We later encounter the concept of independence and dependence in 
Hilfkr" (though not under the same name). In his analysis of repre
':ientations H6f1er distinguishes three types of complexity of representa
tions of contents . We find the first type of complexity in representations 
which contain 'parts' of the sort that may be represented separately and 
concerning which it is evident that each part of a simultaneously repre
sented whole can exist independently of the remaining parts. Thus we 
can conceive each page of a hook separately without conceiving the 
others, and one page may exist although the others do not exist, or may 
change although the others do not change. A second type of complexity 
is found ill represented contents whose individual features !Merkmale ! 
can, indeed, be distinguished from eaeh other, but which cannot be se
parately represented and concerning which it is obvious that the 4uali
tics i FigCflSC/w/iclI : of the object represented by these features cannot 
exist separately from the others. Thus colour cannot exist without any 
sort of shape, even though one can distinguish colour from shape. We 
meet the third type of complexity in represented contents which include 
features, say A and 13, which arc such that A can he represented with
out B hut not B without A, and further one cannot conceive of B exist
ing without A. For example, we Illay think of a colour which is not white, 
hut We cannot, on t Ill' other hand, think of a whiteness which is not a 
colnur; the same holds true with respect to foursidedness and shape, 
etc. 7 
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What we have stated above can either be regarded as two divisions of 
the same class of object's made on the basis of two different principles, 
namely (1) whether particular elements of a content can be represented 
without representing the others, (2) whether particular qualities of the 
ohject represented by the elements of a content can exist separately 
from the others - or as one division, the principle of which is two differ
ent features . Should we prefer to see two divisions here, then several 
doubts which we have already mentioned in § I arise with respect to the 
possihility or impossihility of separate representation. And concerning 
the princip\c of the second division, Hilfler stresses that this depend
ence or independence must he such that it can he stated with evidence. 
With his division of a content hased on the principle of the possihility or 
impossibility of separate existence and with his emphasis on the point of 
evidence Hdfler anticipates the later definition of independence and 
dependence of Husserl. H 

But the principle of division which we are discussing is not always 
consistently expressed . For when Hi)tler discusses the first and second 
type of complexity he speaks of the possihility or impossihility of the 
existence of some qualities without the others, whereas in discussing the 
third type of complexity he speaks of the possihility or impossihility of 
imagining certain qualities as existing without the others . These two 
things are not, of course, the same, and it is douhtful whether they even 
go together; therefore they cannot serve us as one of the princip\cs of 
division. 

But it is also doubtful whether the possibility or impossihility of re
presenting A without B and the possibility or impossihility of A's exist
ing without B always go hand-in-hand, that is to say it is uncertain 
whether the classes of contents of representations derived from the di
visions based on these two criteria are identical. For there is firstly no 
necessary connection between the psychological possihility or impos
sibility of representing something separately and the ontological possibil
ity or impossibility of something existing separately. Further, there are 
cases such that A cannot exist without B but where they can be separa
tely represented in imagination. Signitive thinking, which we referred 
to in our criticism of Stumpf, can again serve us as an example. We shall 
discuss further the division of objects from the point of view of the pos
sibility or impossibility of their separate existence when we deal with 
the views of Husserl, who discusses this division in detail. 

If, on the other hand, we were to accept the view that Hofler's pur-
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pose was to present a single division based on two different features, 
that is, that belonging to the first class would be those contents which 
can both exist and be represented separately, etc., then this division 
would be incomplete, for there are those contents which do not belong 
to any of the classes which he distinguishes, e.g. those which can be sep
arately represented but which cannot exist separately. 

The above analysis concerns the definitions of Hofler published in 
the first edition of his Logic. In the second edition of 1922 Hofler 
changed the sections in which the question which interests us was dis
cussed. We have considered the views contained in the first edition in 
such detail because we wished to present the history of the problem 
which interests us. In Hbfler's arguments from the first edition of his 
Logic, as we have seen, there are two meanings of dependence, one of 
which was later developed hy Twardowski , the other hy Husserl. 

In the second edition Hi)fler takes up the question we are discussing 
in connection with the problem of psychic analysis. There he 
distinguishes two kinds of parts: separahle !freflnbare ! and inseparable 
IUfltrennbare ! parts, and along with these, two kinds of psychic analysis. 
Psychic analysis of the first kind consists in imagining separable parts as 
existing sep,lratcly, and that of the second kind, in differentiating bet
ween inseparable qualities of an object. Inseparahle qualities of an ob
Ject may he either mutually or unilaterally detachable lab16sbar I.') The 
arguments of Ht)f\er mentioned here do not move the question under 
discussion forward, since they do not define the concepts of separability 
[oddzielflo.ki = Trennharkeil ! and detachahility i ()d/~/czalfl().{-ci = Ab
losharkei/ i more precisely. 

§ 3 Analysis of Twardowski's Definitions 

Many assertions on existential independence and dependence (though 
again in a diffcrent terminology) are found in Twardowski. 10 In his de
liberations this author uses the earlier concept of metaphysical parts. 
By 'metaphysical parts' he means parts which can he differentiated in 
the whole to which they belong through ahstraction, but which cannot 
be separated from the whole in reality . According to Twardowski the 
concept of metaphysical part is interchangeahle with the concept of 
quality !Eigenschafl l, II while the expression 'quality' is used here to 
mean also an aspect of a relationship obtaining between a whole and 
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certain of its parts (sc. the metaphysical parts) as against the relation
ship itself. So qualities in this sense arc extension, colour, weight. etc. 12 

In addition to the concept of metaphysical part we also find in Twar
dowski a concept homologous to that of inseparable part. Basing him
self on the first principle of division which we find in Ht)fler, i.c. the 
possihility or impossibility of conceiving something separately. Twar
dowski divides the material parts of a representation into: 

I. parts which are mutually separahle, i.e. parts among which each 
can he conceived without conceiving the others, 

2. parts which are mutually inseparahle, i.e. parts which can, indeed, 
be differentiated from others, hut which cannot he conceived 
without others, 

3 . parts which arc unilaterally separahle, i.e. such , for example, as 
parts A and B, of which one can, indeed, conceive A without B, hut 
not B without A.1.1 

Mutually separahle parts of the content of representation are, for 
example, the representation of individual pages and covers of a hook, 
insofar as they are the represented parts of one hook. For one can con
ceive the individual pages independently inic;:.alezllic i of one another, 
i.e. without conceiving the other pages or the covers of the book . Simi
larly, conceiving the cover is distinct from conceiving the individual 
pages of the book . A typical example of mutually separahle parts of the 
content of a single representation is that of colour and extension: one 
cannot conceive colour without conceiving extension and vice versa. 
Representations of a genus and of a species subordinate to this genus 
stand in the relation of unilateral separahility. For it is impossihle to 
conceive a species without conceiving an appropriate genus. So in the 
representation of redness there must be a representation of colour, 
whereas the representation of colour does not of necessity imply the re
presentation of redness. 

Twardowski considers also the division based on the possibility or 
impossibility of separate existence, hut he rejects it, since it assumes the 
existence of the parts of the object, while Twardowski regards objects 
and their parts as objects or parts of the objects of representation, ab
stracting from the reality, possibility or impossibility of their exist
ence. 14 

We shall attempt to relate the concept of metaphysical part to that of 
inseparable part. When we say that some part is metaphysicaL we de-
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fine its relationship to the whole of which it is a part, but we say nothing 
of its relationship to the other parts of the whole, whereas a part [if in
separable J is inseparable from the other parts of its whole. Moreover, 
inseparable parts are parts which cannot be conceived in insolation 
from other parts, while metaphysical parts are parts which cannot exist 
separately from the whole. The question is, however, whether a given 
part is metaphysical when it cannot, as a matter of fact, exist separately 
from the whole, or whether for a given part to be metaphysical it is nec
essary for it to be inseparable from its whole by its very nature. Husser! 
resolves this question in reference to dependent parts by accepting the 
second possibility. 

In addition to the already mentioned negative point, still another pos
itive point appears in the definition of metaphysical part, namely, that 
a metaphysical part can be distinguished within the whole by means of 
abstraction. But since each part can be distinguished in the whole with 
the help of abstraction this point appears to be unimportant . 

However with respect to the division accepted by Twardowski based 
on the possibility or impossibility of conceiving something separately, 
one can observe the same thing as above, namely, that depending on 
the meaning of the word 'representation' it either does not designate all 
inseparable parts or it leads to the result that there are no inseparable 
parts at all. 

§ 4 Husserl's Definitions 

Husser! took up the problem of independence and dependence in detail 
lin his third Logical Investigation. j 15 He encountered the concepts of 
existential independence and dependence in connection with his 
deliberations on parts and wholes. For according to Husser! a part of an 
object is everything that is 'in' a given object, that which a given object 
really constitutes and of which it is constructed - and what the object is 
of itself, i.c. in abstraction from all the relationships in which it is 
enmeshed. 16 But in common parlance the word 'part' is not used in such 
a broad sense. When we attempt - according to Husser!- to clarify the 
differences that exist between the common concept of part and the con
cept defined in his way, we encounter the fundamental differenee be
tween independent and dependent parts. When we refer to parts in 
common speech, existentially independent parts or pieces IStucke I are 
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meant, whereas Husserl's concept of part also includes existentially de
pendent parts or moments. And since each part can bccome an object 
(or content)17 of the representation directed toward it and itself may be 
regarded as an object (or content), the differentiation of independent 
and dependent parts points to a similar differentiation of objects (or 
contents), where the term 'object' is taken here in the broadest sense. 
Husser! defines the concepts of existential independence and depend
ence as follows: 

An object is independent which hy its nature is not conditiuned in its existence 
hy the existence of other objects; it could (/ priori. i.c . hy its nature. exist as it is 
even if nothing else hut it existed, or if everything around it WL~re to arhitrarily 
change. In the "nature" of the independent object . in its ideal essence. there is 
no dependence on other objects. In reality it can be such that other objech are 
given along with the existence of this object on the basis of certain empirical 
laws, hut in its essence the nbject is independent IlIi(' -; a/I';IIY ' of them. 

On the other hand, a dependent object is one which in its essence is 
conditioned hy the existence of other objects, which in its essence cannot exist 
if, simultaneously, other ohjects did not co-exist with it. supplementing it. Due 
to the co-existence with other ohjects essential to it a dependent object compris
es one whole together with thcm. Hence. a dependent object can only exist as 
part of a whole . II! 

§ 5 Analysis of Husserl's Definition of Dependence in Application to 
Objects 

Before we undertake analysis of the Husserlian concepts of dependence 
and independence let us call attention to the fact that it is doubtful 
whether the division of parts into independent and dependent is 
coterminous with the analogous division of objects, as Husserl implicitly 
supposes. It is very probable that not all objects arc part of some whole, 
where here the term 'object' is understood in its most general sense, as 
Husserl intended, llJ while the word 'part' designates actual rather than 
possible parts. 

Let us now examine the Husserlian definitions of the concept of ex i
stential dependence, first with respect to the division of parts. This de
finition does not seem valid to us in all respects, because it is not imper
ative either (1) that the supplementary object should co-exist alongside 
the dependent object,2° or (2) that the dependent object be part of a 
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whole, which - in Husserl's opinion - it is supposed to form together 
with the objects supplementing it. 

Ad (1). It is universally accepted that a relationship is a dependent 
object with respect to its terms. 21 Despite this the existence of a rela
tionship does not perforce require the existence of its terms. If, for 
example, we consider the following relationship of consequence: 'If 
wood is metal, then wood will melt in fire' - the terms of this relation
ship are the states of affairs [stany rzeczy J indicated by the antecedent 
and the consequent. The consequential relationship obtaining between 
these terms exists or obtains despite the fact that they themselves do 
not exist. Similarly, if the relationship of contradiction exists between 
states of affairs, then of necessity it is always dependent with respect to 
the one existing and the one non-existing term - if the principle of the 
excluded middle and the principle of contradiction are correct. If de
pendent objects do not require the existence of supplementary objects, 
then neither do they require anything to exist concomitantly with them. 
As examples of such objects, in addition to those already mentioned, 
we can instance certain objects of derelativized concepts, such as cause 
qua cause, and effect qua effect. But these last objects remain in a rela
tionship of formal dependence to each other and not - as previously -
in a material one (see below § 10).22 

Ad (2). Also invalid is the assertion that the dependent object can 
only exist as part of a whole which - in Husserl's opinion - it is suppos
ed to form together with the objects supplementing it. 23 So, for exam
ple, the feature of difference of A from B is dependent with respect to 
both Band A. But despite this the feature of difference inhering in ob
ject A does not form any whole with object B.24 Similarly when rela
tionships are dependent with respect to their terms, they do not form 
wholes with them. But there are also dependent objects which can exist 
only as parts of a whole. So, e.g. in order to exist, colour requires an in
herent subject of which it could be a part. But the dependence of an ob
ject requiring a whole is only one kind of dependence of objects. 

The above deliberations incline us to the following conclusion: the 
Husserlian definition of dependence, insofar as it concerns all depend
ent objects, is too narrow, for there are dependent objects which are 
not subsumed under this definition. We should then reflect whether 
Husserl's definition could be retained in a narrower sense, namely, in 
reference to parts, whether parts of independent wholes or parts of de
pendent wholes. 
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§ 6 Analysis of Husserl's Definitions of Dependence in Application to 
Parts 

Insofar as a part of an independent whole is concerned, it can be de
pendent only with respect either to the same whole or with respect to 
another part of the same whole. For if a part of an independent whole 
could also be dependent with respect to some other object existing be
yond this whole, then the whole also would be dependent with respect 
to it, despite the fact that it is an independent whole.25 It is worth noting 
here that it is probable that if some part is dependent with respect to its 
whole then it is dependent with respect to a whole that is directly 
superordinate for both of these parts,26 but it can be either independent 
or dependent with respect to any other superordinate whole. 

The definition of dependence given by Husserl is also important in 
reference to parts of independent wholes which are dependent with 
respect to a given whole as well as in reference to parts of independent 
wholes that are dependent with respect to other parts of the same 
wholes. The incorrectness of the second of our criticisms above in refer
ence to the part of an independent whole stems from the fact that 
complementing this part may be either a whole whose make-up con
tains this part or some other part of this whole. Neither can we find any 
example of a part of an independent whole which would not fulfil the 
conditions enumerated in the definition of dependence given by Hus
serlo Consequently, both of the criticisms put forth above by us of the 
Husserlian definition of dependence are unimportant with respect to 
the parts of independent wholes. 

We must still determine whether Husserl's definition is significant for 
dependent parts of dependent wholes. The matter presents itself differ
ently here to the extent that for dependent parts of independent wholes 
we had only two possibilities (discussed above), whereas for dependent 
parts of dependent wholes we have three. For a part of a dependent 
whole may be dependent (1) with respect to its whole (2) with respect 
to an object lying beyond this whole (3) with respect to some other part 
of this whole. In the first two cases the matter presents itself just as ab
ove for parts of independent wholes. Husserl's definition - it would 
seem - is also significant here. Only the third possibility presents a diffi
culty, but only in a sepcial case, namely, when part c of a dependent 
whole C is dependent with respect to an object P which lies beyond the 
whole C and with which C does not form a whole, nor of which is it a 
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part. In this case we are dealing with the relationship of a dependent 
object c [the original has 'c1', which seems to be a mistake] to an object 
P supplementing it; for the fact that c is part of C has no bearing on the 
matter. But for dependent objects we pointed out that some exist for 
which Husserl's definition is not valid. For example, if there were some 
dependent whole whose part was a relationship that had terms which 
were not parts of the whole, then this relationship would be dependent 
with respect to its terms, hence objects lying beyond this whole, and 
could exist even if its terms did not exist.27 

Summing up then, we can say that the definition of the concept of 
dependence given by Husserl is valid for dependent parts of dependent 
wholes in cases (1) and (2), but that in case (3) the definition is some
times invalid. 

§ 7 Analysis of Another Husserlian Definition of Dependence 

In Husserl we find still another definition of the concept of dependence. 
With respect to certain contents, writes Husserl, we have evidence that 
a change in, or disappearance of, at least one of the contents accompa
nying them (but not contained in them) must change or abolish them 
also. With respect to others we lack such evidence. Contents of the first 
kind can only be conceived as parts of a certain whole embracing them, 
whereas the second would be possible even if nothing else besides them 
existed. The first are dependent contents, the second independent 
ones.28 

In connection with this definition Husserl mentions the analysis of 
the concept of dependent contents made by Stumpf, with which, after 
certain modifications, he agrees. We shall once more present it briefly 
here, but in the form in which it appears after Husserl's modifications. 
Thus, a content dependent with respect to another is, for example, col
our in relation to extension. In a certain genuine sense we can say that 
changes of colour are independent [niezaleine] of changes in extension, 
in that colour in specie can remain the same when extension arbitrarily 
varies. But the colour given in concrete imagination remains in a rela
tionship of functional dependency [zaleznosci] on that extension in that 
concrete imagination. Colour thus conceived participates in changes of 
extension. In saying this we express the fact that a colour becomes 
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smaller, diminishes, and finally completely disappears solely because of 
the changes in and disappearance of extension. 

It is just as difficult to agree with this analysis as it is with the above 
definition of the concept of dependent parts derived from it. The func
tional relationship between colour and extension here is only superfi
cial. One can ultimately say that the coloured surface changes along 
with the changes in its extension; but the assertion that colour changes 
along with changes in extension is completely incomprehensible. The 
words 'smaller' and 'larger' applied to a colour are completely without 
sense. Neither can one say that the quality of a tone changes along with 
its intensity. The quality of a tone cannot be weaker or stronger. Per
haps in this as well as in the previous case the point is whether along 
with the diminishing of tone or extension the quality of tone or colour is 
given to me less clearly, but the point is, in our opinion, unimportant for 
quality or colour, since it relates only to a certain relative feature. Fur
thermore, insofar as insignificant changes in the extension of large sur
faces are concerned, one cannot speak of different levels of distinctness. 
We shall observe, however, that even if the above analyses were valid, 
the definition of dependence which we have examined here could not 
be maintained. For let us take note of the same example of colour and 
extension. Just as colour is dependent in relation to extension, so also 
extension, given visually, is dependent in relation to colour. Thus there 
should be a functional dependency between extension, given visually, 
and colour. With a change of colour from green to yellow, extension 
should also become yellow, but this can hardly be said. 

In the definition of the concept of dependent contents still another 
point was raised. For not only does colour change with changes in ex
tension, but colour also disappears with the disappearance of extension. 
We shall not dwell on this second point any longer, for it was discussed 
above. The question involved here is the same as the question whether 
the existence of a dependent object also requires the existence of an ob
ject supplementing it. 

§ 8 Analysis of Husserlian Definitions of Independence 

Turning to the analysis of the first Husserlian definition of independ
ence, we can assert that, just as we rejected above the definition of 
dependence in reference to all objects because it was too narrow, so 
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now we cannot agree with the definition of independence because it is 
100 broad, precisely in reference to those objects for which the defini
tion of dependence is too narrow. For since the concepts of independ
cnt and dependent objects are contradictory, so if some dependent 
objects do not fit the definition of dependence - and such, as we have 
"cen, do exist - they must fit the definition of independence. But the 
definition is valid in a certain narrower range, namely, in the same one 
in which the Husserlian definition of dependence is significant. 

But regarding the second definition of independence, according to 
which those objects are independent for which we lack evidence that a 
~'hange in or the disappearance of at least one of the objects given along 
with them must change or annul them, this is also too broad. We gave 
L'xamplcs above of dependent objects which fitted this definition of in
dependence. 

* 9 An Attempt to Define Dependence and Independence 

The attempts to define independence and dependence which we have 
Jiscussed were of two kinds: (I) psychological, (2) ontologieal. The 
former defined independence or dependence with respect to the possi
bility or impossihility of separate presentation, and the latter with 
respect either to the possibility or impossibility of separate existence or 
to dependence on changes. Psychological attempts, as we have seen, 
encounter the following difficulty: that if the word 'representation' also 
included concepts, then there would be no dependent objects at all, but 
if it were to designate only ideas, then the division of objects into inde
pendent and dependent would he a valid division only for imaginable 
objects. But as far as ontological attempts are concerned, the definition 
of independence derived from the division based on the possibility or 
impossibility of separate existence turned out to be too broad (for it 
also included certain dcpendent objects like relations, states of affairs, 
etc.), whereas the definition of dependence was too narrow. And final
ly, with respect to the division based on dependence on or independ
ence of changes we attempted to show that it cannot be maintained. 

Hence, we shall now attempt to present a definition of independence 
and dependence which would be free of the above defects. We shall not 
attempt to define these concepts psychologically, i.e. by means of their 
relationship to psychic life, but we shall attempt to confine our dcfini-
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tions to the ontological sphere. Following the example of Stumpf, Hof
ler, and Husserl in our definitions we shall also use the expression that 
something is necessary 'from the nature of a given object', for we wish 
to stress that the relations we are discussing, e.g. the relations of depen
dence holding between colour and extension, between a relation and its 
terms not only occur in reality, e.g. the relation between cause and ef
fect, but also some other new factor appears along with them which is 
very difficult to define, but which we cannot ignore without violating 
our intentions. Later on in our definitions we shall encounter the con
cepts of state of affairs and subject of the state of affairs which we shall 
not further analyze here. 

In speaking of independence and dependence one should distinguish 
relative and absolute independence and dependence. 29 Let us begin 
with the first. We state: 

Object PI is independent with respect to object P 2 if for the existence or occur
rence of PI' PI by nature does not require the occurrence of any state of affairs 
in which P2 is the subject, 10 (besides the state of affairs that P2 does not have to 
be the subject of stale'> of affairs required for PI to exist or occur as well as all 
equivalent states of affairs in which Pz is the sUhject.) 

But object 0 1 is dependent with respect to object O2 if for the existence or 
occurrence of 0 1 the occurrence of some state of affairs in which O2 is the sub
ject is necessary. 

On the basis of the above definitions one can easily formulate defini
tions of absolute independence and dependence, according to which: 

Object P is independent if, hy nature, its existence or occurrence does not re
quire the occurrence of any state of affairs in which some other ohject not en
tering the make-up of ohject P is the subiect. 

Object Q is dependent if, by its nature, its existence or occurrence does re
quire the occurrence of some state of affairs in which some other object not 
entering the make-up of object 0 is the subject..11 

With regard to which states of affairs arc required for the existence or 
occurrence of a dependent object (both in the relative as well as the ab
solute sense) one can distinguish various kinds of dependence. 'Q is d,e
pendent' may mean either that (1) Q for its existence or occurrence re
quires by its nature the occurrence of such a state of affairs that some 
other object exist simultaneously along with it; (this is the kind of de
pendence meant in the statement 'colour is dependent with respect to 
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extension', and this is the kind of dependence Husserl has in mind), or 
that (2) Q for its existence or occurrence by its nature requires the oc
currence of such a state of affairs that some object has such and not 
other qualities, or that it has such and not another nature (e.g. the rela
tion of difference subsisting between a plant and an animal, which is 
dependent with respect to its terms, requires that the plant possess cer
tain features which the animal does nOfhave and vice versa).32 Certain 
kinds of independence are coupled with the appropriate kinds of de
pendence. It is probable that one kind of independence or dependence 
is always vested in objects that belong to one category. So, e.g. the first 
kind of dependence is always vested in dependent parts of independent 
wholes. This fact could have some importance in establishing a criterion 
of independence and dependence. 

§ 10 Possible Classifications of Dependence and Independence 

Let us now reflect on a certain distinction in the realm of the concepts 
of independence and dependence, which we already discussed pre
viously (§ 5). We say, for example, that part c is dependent with respect 
to the whole. This statement is ambiguous. For it may mean either that 
part c as a part of precisely this whole is dependent with respect to it; in 
this sense every part is dependent with respect to its whole; or it may 
mean that part c is dependent with respect to the whole not as a part of 
this whole, but as an object with such and not other features or such and 
not another nature~ In this sense parts can be either independent or de
pendent with respect to the whole. Dependence in the first sense we call 
formal dependence, but dependence in the second sense, material or 
objective dependence.33 We can similarly distinguish formal and mate
rial independence. We can speak of formal and material dependence 
not only with reference to parts and wholes, but also beyond this. For 
example, all objects of derelativized concepts remain in a relation of 
mutual formal dependence. Persons who are parents are only depend
ent parents with respect to their own children and vice versa; a 
change, which is the effect of some cause, is consequently dependent 
with respect to this cause; a man who is a serf is dependent as a serf with 
respect to his master, etc.34 The dependence in these examples is formal 
dependence. For some object to be formally dependent with respect to 
another it is not sufficient for it to possess certain features in relation to 
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it. The fact that A is e.g. similar to B does not yet imply that it is form
ally dependent with respect to B. In defining formal dependence we 
shall be concerned with enumerating the conditions which an object 
must meet in order to belong to a certain class, but in defining material 
dependence we were concerned with listing the conditions which must 
be met for an object to exist or occur. The objects which we have dis
cussed above as formally dependent are materially independent. Form
al dependence and independence we could attempt to define as follows: 

Object Q 1 as belonging to class K is formally dependent with respect to object 
Ql if for Q1 to belong to class K the occurrence of some state of affairs in which 
Ql is the subject is required. 

But object P 1 belonging to class K is formally independent with respect to ob
ject P 1 if for P 1 to belong to class K the occurrence of a state of affairs in which 
Pl is the subject is not required. 

Another division of independence and dependence is the division into 
absolute and relative independence and dependence. The pertinent de
finitions were formulated above in § 9. These concepts can be mutually 
related in the following way: (a) Object A, dependent with respect to 
B, is also absolutely dependent. (b) Object A, independent with respect 
to B, can be either absolutely independent or absolutely dependent, 35 
(c) Object A absolutely independent must also be independent with 
respect to any B whatever. 

In speaking of the divisions of independence and dependence one 
should note that objects which stand in relations of independence and 
dependence to each other can be divided into pairs of objects (1) unilat
erally independent or dependent, (2) mutually independent, and (3) 
mutually dependent.36 

Ad (1). Objects A, B are unilaterally independent if A is independ
ent with respect to B while B is dependent with respect to A, or con
versely. 

Ad (2). Objects A, B are mutually independent if A is independent 
with respect to Band B is independent with respect to A. 

Ad (3). Objects A, B are mutually dependent if A is dependent with 
respect to Band B is dependent with respect to A. 

Substituting for the expression 'A is independent (or dependent) 
with respect to B' our definition of relative independence (or depend
ence) we say: 

Ad (1). Objects A, B are unilaterally independent if for the existence 
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I If e.g. A, by its nature there is not required the occurrence of any state 
Ill' affairs in which B is the subject, but for the existence of B, by its na
t ure there is required the occurrence of some state of affairs in which A 
is the subject. And so forth. 

~ 11 Elements of the Relation of Dependence 

In our deliberations up to now we have spoken of objects between 
which independence or dependence holds. Now we shall examine the 
terms of the relation of dependence.37 We say, for example, that exten
sion is dependent with respect to colour or the pitch of a tone with 
respect to its intensity. These statements are ambiguous. For instance 
let us note a specific concrete red colour of a given book-cover. In this 
l'olour is found a certain concrete factor independent with respect to 
this redness due to which this specific colour belongs to the category of 
colour. JH This factor is colouredness (being-coloured). It is the same (or 
not the same) in redness, greenness, and in all other shades of colour. It 
must be distinguished from the object of the content of general colour, 
i.e. colour ill slNeil' which - as some assert - is only one and does not 
really exist. All of these shades of colour are dependent with respect to 
this factor of colouredness. Factors similar to colouredness are found in 
a specific extension, pitch of tone etc., but we do not have separate 
names for them. We shall call them extension and pitch in contrast to a 
specific extension, specific pitch, etc. So the statement that extension is 
dependent with respect to colour can mean ( I) that extension is depend
ent with respect to colouredness, or (2) that a specific extension is de
pendent with respect to colouredness, or (3) that extension ill specic is 
dependent with respect to colour ill specie. 19 We shall not examine the 
third case more closely, for it would be difficult to say anything well
founded. As far as the first possihility is concerned it should he stated 
that it does in fact occur. I ndeed, extension is dependent with respect to 
colouredness. It could not cxist if colouredness did not exist also.'-w But 
the matter is rather different in the second casc. A specific extension is 
not dependent with respcct to a specific colour. The specific extension 
of a hrown hoard could also exist if the brown colour of the board did 
not exist, e.g. if we were to paint the hoard green. The extension of the 
board would then remain precisely the same. Thus, if it is indeed true 
that the same specific extension can bc join cd with various colours, 
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then it does not require the same thing by nature of a specific colour, 
i.e. it is not dependent with respect to a certain colour. Thus the ques
tion is in which sense one should take the word 'colour' in order to be 
able to state that a specific extension is dependent with respect to col
our. In our opinion a specific extension requires for its existence not the 
existence of a specific colour, but the existence of any concrete colour 
whatsoever, any element whatsoever from the spectrum of the concept 
of specific colour. 41 

The question of the dependence of a relation with respect to its terms 
presents itself otherwise than with colour and extension. A definite re
lation obtaining between A and B is dependent with respect to A and B 
and thus with respect to its definite concrete terms. Thus it does not re
quire just any terms whatsoever, in the way a definite extension requi
res just any sort of colour. If the terms were not A and B but some 
other terms C and 0, then we would not be dealing with the same rela
tion but with some other one. 42 In all of the other cases distinguished 
above the question for relations is the same as for extension, pitch of 
tone, etc. 

§ 12 Conclusion 

After determining the definitions of the concepts of independence and 
dependence it will be interesting to turn our attention to the application 
which these concepts find in the most diverse areas of inquiry. The most 
widespread is the application of the concept of dependence to the area 
of sense contents. So, for example, we encounter the relation of depend
ence between colour, extension and shape in the visual sphere, be
tween the elements of a tone, that is, between its quality, pitch and in
tensity in the aural sphere, between roughness and a certain degree of 
hardness in the tactile sphere, etc. The concept of dependence has wide 
application in the psychic realm. A characteristic example of depend
ence which we find in this sphere is the dependence of certain psychic 
facts with respect to their psychological foundation. We also find the 
application of the concepts of independence and dependence in the 
area of meanings, e.g. in the case of distinguishing categorematic and 
syncategorematic words. Husserl devoted a separate work to these 
problems,43 where he based his science of semantic categories on the 
distinction between dependent and independent meanings. Further 
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areas of the application of the concept of dependence are found in the 
mutual relation between acts and products,44 features and the object in 
which a feature inheres, 'derelativized' objects, in the theory of objects 
of a higher order, etc.45 

The possibility of applying this concept in various fields of inquiry in
dicates that it is a concept that does not lack scientific importance and is 
therefore worthy of detailed analysis. 

Notes 

(For biographical and bibliographical information, we are indebted to the chief librarian 
of the University Library, t.6dZ, Dr Boleslaw Swiderski.) 

1 E. Husserl, 1922, p. 262 f. 
1 See E. Ginsberg, 1929. In this paper we tried to show that of the six theses put forward 

by Husser! and supposedly having the character of deductively proven assertions, four 
are either wrongly formulated or have invalid proofs. 

3 C. Stumpf, 1873, § S, p. 106ft. 
.. The distinction between contents which can be separately represented and those which 

cannot be separately represented is already found in Berkeley's Treatise. Indeed the 
concept of existential independence in a similar sense is used by Descartes and Spi
noza in their definitions of substance, and they in tum derived them from still earlier 
thinkers. 

5 Whether Stumpf would also accept the contrary, that changes of colour result in chan
ges of extension is not clear from the text. Evidence that Stumpf would also accept this 
relationship in the opposite direction seems to be implied in the following: "Hieraus 
nun [namely from the relationship of extension and colour characterized above in the 
text] folgt, da6 beide wer Natur nach untrennbar sind ... " (loc. dt., p. 113). If only 
colour were in its changes dependent on extension, one could not conclude that both 
are by nature inseparable from each other, but only that colour is inseparable from ex
tension. 

6 A. Hofler, 1890, § 15. 
7 In characterizing contents which we have called dependent Hofler further alludes to 

the dependence of changes of one quality or feature on the changes of the other quali
ties or features, but he does not go into the matter in more detail. This point as well as 
the division of contents based on the possibility or impossibility of their separate re
presentation is common to both Hofler and Stumpf. A new element in Hofler in com
parison with Stumpf is the division based on the possibility or impossibility of separate 
existence. 

8 While for Hofler the evidence of experiences confirms dependence and independence, 
the corresponding point in Stumpf and Husserl is the nature of the contents or objects, 
from which dependence and independence derive. Thus while Hofler looks at the mat
ter more from a psychological angle, Stumpf and Husserl treat it more ontologically. 

9 A. Hofler, 1922, p. 121 f. 
10 K. Twardowski, 1894, Ch. 9-11. 
11 Loc. cil.,p. 58. 'An Stelle des Wortes Eigenschaft konnten Ausdriicke treten wie me

taphysischer Teil oder Beschaftenheit.' 
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11 See Loc cil., p . 5H. Twardowski points out that the word 'Eigenschaft', and words 
which dennte qualities, like 'redness ' , 'foursidedness' etc., are amhiguous. For some
times they denote metaphysical parts possessed hy the ohject, while at others they de
note the relation of possessinn ohtaining hetween an ohject and any of its parts. Later 
Meinong called attention to a similar amhiguity (1l)IO, p . 57). lie writes that by 
'hlaekness' iSchl1'iirze ; or 'di fkrence ' I Vel.lclii('d('nlll'il I is understood either t he feature 
'hlaek' !dlls SclIIVllr;:: : or 'di Heren!' it/as V/T,lcliiedl'lle I or else its position in a l'ertain 
objcct, in virtue of whose possession it is hlaek or diffl'rent, i.e, the ohjeetive: being a 
hlack (or different) object. 

1.1 roC. ('il., p. 65. As we can sec, 1I1lihteraJly inseparahle parts arc 1I0t cOllsidered ill this 
divisinn. The reason for this proh;lhly lies ill the fact that the L'\lL'llsion of the concept 
of unilaterally separahle part is idcntieal with the ntension of the concept of unilater
ally insl'par;lhk part. If P<lr(s i\ ;lI1d B ;IIL' unil<ltl'rally illseparahk, thclI thcy <Ire also 
unilatLTally separahk <I III I vicl' Vl'rsa. Thl' terms ' unilateral' ... ' alld 'llIutu;tI sl'parate
ness' ;IS well as 'Illutual insl'par"hility' l'Ollll' from Brent<lno, I XXI), SCl' TW;lnlowski, 
Iflc. cil., p. ()5 . 

14 1.(1('. cil .. p. 51. 
ISH u sse rI I I) 22. 
Ih / .0(' . cit. , p. 22H . 
17 The word 'eonkn!' is hl'l'c used hy IllIsserl in <I hro;ld sense, emhr"eillg ;tli individual 

ohjeets and their parts ( I ()22, p. 21 1»). In this entire work Hllsser! uses the terms 'con
tent' and 'ohjcct' illtl'fchallge<lhly, whl'rcas we rl'l;lin thl' sccond tl'l'lll for thi~; mean
ing. ('olln:rnillg v<lriolls JlIcallillgs of the word 'content' ill Ilu\scri scc I . Blall~ ; ein , 

Il)2X, p. 44 IT. 
II< /.0 ('. cil .. p . 2:1(l. 111 <ldditioll t(l the <lhove definitions of thL' eOlllept s of eXIstential dc 

pl' lllknce and independence we ;tlso encollnter cntain others in Hllsser!. which arc 
~l'neralizations of Stumpf's analyses and ahollt which we shall spl'ak latef in ~ 7 . Pfiin
der (in his I ()21, p. ,1(7) accepted Ilusser!'s dcfiniti,)(lS of independence (Illd depen
dence. For Husserl and \Ollle other authors the starting point for the differentiation 01 

the cOllcepts of independence and depelHknee is the rebtion of part to whole. Thi.\ 
differentiation can also hc approached not only from thc side of formal-ontological 
prohlems, hut also from thl' side of existl'nti ;tI -untologictl prohlems, c .!!. throllgh dis
tinguishing v<lrious meanings of the word 'existencc'. Of course , this kind of analysi ~ 

can he carried out only hI' soml~one who adopts ;1 position which rl'co!!nizcs varioll\ 
kinds of existcnce. R. Ingarden takes lip the prohlem of indepelllknce and depend 
cncc from this point of view in his 11)29. Thl'le he distinguishcs four pairs of contr;1 
dictories: 
(I) existential autonomy and heteronomy iSci1/.IWllollolflit'. - ltcIl'rt/lll!l1Iic i 

(2) existential originality and derivation :,\,(·if/.I/lr.lpriillglicltkcil, -lIhge/t'i!{,lhcil l 
(3) existential self-suffil'icllcy and non-self-sufficiency iSeil/.\sclhsliimligkeil, -unsell ) 

sliindigkeil : 
(4) existential indepemknee and depcndencc !Scins/lllllhltiillgigkcil. -ahhiingigkeil 
iSee editorial note preccding this essay .: 

19 This most general concept of ohject in modern philosophy is l' ncOlJlltered in TWa, 
dowski ( I iN4, ~~ 5, 7), then in Mcinong, 1904, for whom this concept is hasic for 111 \ 
theory of oh jccts. 

20 Wc call P a 'supplementary ohject' h) objcct A if A is dependent with respect to I' 
21 E.g. we rcad in Mcinong (I H9<), GA II, p. 3R6) 'There arc ohjects of which we can S ;1\ 

that they have by nature an inner dependence iUnsclhsliillliigkcit :. I do not mean thdl 
dependence of occurrence whercby for installee a colour cannot be presented withOIJi 
an extension .. . one can still call this idependencc i external by comparision with what I 
should like to call unfinishedness IUnfcrligkcil l, which attends e.g. the object 'dirkl 
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ence', when one tries to isolate it from that which is different.' See also Erdmann 
(1892, p. 57): 'Processes and relations are, as against things with properties, only de
pendently iunselbstiindig I real' (in the second edition the corresponding paragraph 
does not reveal the author's position so clearly) and Pfiinder (1921. p. 307): 'The ob
jects meant by concepts can be independent Iselbstiindige I things or ... dependent !un
selbstiindige I relations.' 

22 It might be argued that the above criticism does not concern Husser!, since Husser! in 
his definition used the concept of existence in such a broad sense that he would have 
regardt:d hoth the ahove states of affair .. and both terms of the relationship of contra
diction as existing objects. If this interpretation of Husserl is correct, which is doubtful. 
then the above criticism would have to be regarded not as immanent hut as transcend
ent. i.e . as carried out from a position which does not attribute existence to such oh
jeets . 

!3 To he sure, in the place cited above there was only mention that a dependent ohject is 
something. which is one with the objects supplementing. it. not that it forms a whole 
with them; hut we may express it in this way, since in another place Husser! writes (I(lc. 

cit .. p. 24() : 'Dependent objects arc objects of a pure species with respect to which 
there is an essential law that if they exist at all, they do so only as parts of more com
prehensive wholes of a certain accompanying species .' 

24 The above criticism. which uses an argument taken from the realm of relative ch,uac
kristics. is also not an immanent criticism . since Husserl deliberately takes only abso
lute characteristics into account in his analyses. 

25 Sec Hussl'l'l's fir st Prnpositioll. /til'. cil. p. 2h I . 
26 See Proposition (Iii 01 my IlJ2lJ. p. 12. 
27 If nne were to assume with Meinong that psychic facts arc dependent with respect to 

their ohjects. thell an example W(llJld he easy to formulate . For supposc we take e .g.. 
percept ive i l1Iaginat ion (c) which is part of perccption. i.e . the dependent whole (C ). 
This representation is dependent with respect to its intentional ohject lying beyond C. 
In tltis case hoth of our criticisms again become valid . First. perceptive imagination 
does not form any whole with its intentional object. and second. the existence of the 
intentional object is 110t required for its own exisknce (e .g. in the case of hallucina
tion). 

28 Llle. cil .. p. 210 . 
29 We find this distinction in ~Iusscrl, Joc. cil. p. 257. ()ur definitions of absolute inde

pL'ndence and dq1L'mknce arc closer to Husserl's definitions than our definitions of 
relative indepemknce and dependence . 

]0 Since a correct judgment or true statement corresponds to each occurring state of af
fairs. one might in defining independence and dependence speak of the existence of a 
tflle statement instead of the occurrence of a state of affairs. and instead of an ohject 
which was the subject of a state of affairs . one could speak of the concept or name of 
this ohject. 

]1 Following the position which accepts the most general concept of the object (Twar
dowski. Meinong) one could try to dcfin\.' indepl:ndencc allll dependence in yet ano
ther way. According to this definition an object is independent if hy nature its existence 
m occurrence docs not require some X to be all object. An object is dependent if hy 
nature its existence or occurrence docs require some X to he an ohject. Relative inde
pendence or dependence could be defined in a similar way. Rut we helieve that the de 
finitions given in the text are more fruitful. - If nOll-existing objects are also independ
ent and dependent. then we can define their independence and dependence as fol
lows: P is independent if for P to he an ohject it is hy nature unnecessary for a state of 

'affairs to occur in which some other object not part of the make-up of P is the subject. 
We can define dependence similarly. 
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32 According to the definition of dependence which we gave above, every object depend
ent with respect to some object requires for its existence the occurrence of a particu
lar state of affairs in which this object is the subject and, hence, is derivatively depend
ent with respect to this state of affairs, in both this sense and the former sense. 

33 Pfiinder's distinction between factual independence and dependence, and the inde
pendence and dependence attributed to objects due to certain thought forms (/oc. cit., 
p. 307 f.) should not be confused with our distinction between formal, and material or 
factual, independence and dependence. 

34 Husserl (/oc. cit., p. 2S3) also gives this type of example, but he does not further deal 
with them, since he devotes his remarks to material dependence. 

3S For object A, independent with respect to B, caD"be dependent with respect to C, and 
so absolutely dependent, or else independent with respect not only to B but also to 
every other object, hence absolutely independent. 

36 See Twardowski, loc. cit., p. 65 and Husserl, loc. cit., p.264. 
37 One should point out that the words 'independence' and 'dependence' at one time 

serve to designate a relation, and at another, to designate the relative characteristics 
built into this r~lation. However, this ambiguity is not harmful, since nearly everything 
we have said here about independence and dependence is equally valid in respect of 
meaning for both relations and relative characteristics. 

38 But this factor is dependent with respect to any concrete colour whatsoever, i.e. must 
stem from · redness or greenness, etc., hence it is absolutely dependent. 

39 Yet further combinations are possible. We shall mention some of them later, whereas 
other absurd ones do not interest us. 

40 Here we may be permitted to speak of dependence as a requirement of existence, 
since for dependent parts of independent wholes we have accepted Husserl's defini
tion. 

41 In addition to these possibilities - as we have mentioned - there can be still others, so 
e.g. a specific extension is dependent with respect to colouredness but already in a 
derivative sense. For a specific extension is dependent with respect to extension, while 
extension is dependent with respect to colouredness and, therefore, by transitivity, a 
specific extension is dependent with respect to colouredness. Extension is dependent 
with respect to any specific colour in a similarly derivative fashion. For extension re
quires colouredness, and this any particular colour, and so on. 

42 We take a position here according to which the terms are the principium individuatio-
nis of relations. 

43 Loc. cit., Treatise IV. 
44 See Twardowski 1911. 
4S Recently Roman Ingarden used this concept to explain the successive 'unfolding' of 

the parts of a literary work (1931, p. 321ff.) 
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